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Welcome to this one day workshop on ‘Progress and Duration in the Long Nineteenth 

Century’ in the splendid setting of the Prior’s Hall, Durham Cathedral.   

Enquiry about human progress was central to nineteenth century thought; it shaped 

many of the academic disciplines we now take for granted and created new sources of 

intellectual authority which have maintained their supremacy since.  However, we are in 

danger of losing the interdisciplinary perspectives that are needed to understand fully 

the beliefs, ideals and controversies that the term engendered in its nineteenth-century 

heyday.   

The workshop seeks to recover some of those perspectives in focusing on the debate 

between leading thinkers, artists and publicists concerning the meaning and existence of 

progress.  It is hoped, too, that our discussion will extend to issues of duration born of 

new conceptions of evolutionary, historical, and geological time from the late-eighteenth 

century; these created new opportunities for speculating on the nature and process of 

human advancement that were not available previously.  

Through this multidisciplinary gathering we seek to shed new light on the way in which 

progress both unified and divided moral, political, aesthetic, and scientific opinion from 

the French Revolution to the First World War.  We also reflect on the legacy of 

nineteenth-century conceptions of progress, not least in privileging some disciplines and 

cultures over others. 

Professor Frances Spalding, School of Arts and Cultures, Newcastle University  

Dr Tom Stammers, Department of History, Durham University 

Dr Julia Stapleton, School of Government & International Affairs,               

Durham University  

Andrew Moss, PhD Candidate, Department of Theology & Religion, 

Durham University 
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10.00 – 10.20 | Registration, Tea and Coffee 

      Prior’s Hall, Durham Cathedral 

10.20 – 10.30 | Welcome 

10.30 – 11.30 | Keynote Address | Dr Mary Midgley  

11.30 – 12.00 | Tea and Coffee Break 

12.00 – 13.00 | Keynote Address | Dr Emily Robinson  

13.00 – 14.00 | Lunch 

14.00 – 15.30 | Research Conversation 

   Speakers | Dr David Craig and Dr Matthew Potter 

  Respondents | Dr Ella Dzelzainis and Dr Beatrice Turner 

15.30 – 16.00 | Tea and Coffee Break 

16.00 – 17.15 | Keynote Address | Professor Gregory Claeys  

17.15 – 17.30 | Concluding Remarks and Close  
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10.30 — 11.30  

 Dr Mary Midgley, (author of Beast and Man (1978))  

‘Does Philosophy Get Out of Date?’ 

The idea that past philosophy can be ignored comes from a quite misguided attempt to 

make philosophy imitate science by concentrating only on the ‘cutting edge’ of current 

research.  Even in the sciences this can't really work, because fresh ideas from different 

sources are always being needed.  And in philosophy this is still more obvious since the 

whole philosophical project is to bring together distinct, clashing approaches which are 

both real parts of life, by understanding them differently.  As life itself keeps changing, 

there's not likely to be a final terminus. 

▪▪▪ 

Mary Midgley is one of the country's leading philosophers. In 1995, she received an 

honorary Doctor of Letters from Durham University and in 2008 received an honorary 

Doctor of Civil Law degree from Newcastle University, where she taught philosophy from 

1962 until 1980. She has written over 15 books and countless articles including Beast 

and Man, Animals and Why They Matter, Science and Salvation and Evolution as a 

Religion. She also appears regularly on radio and television. Mary Midgley has been 

described in an unlikely fashion as ‘the most frightening philosopher in the country’ as a 

result of her defence of her ideas when challenged, particularly by ultra-Darwinists such 

as Richard Dawkins. Her recent work is as wide ranging as ever, with concerns including 

the role of science in our lives; the concepts of human nature and wickedness; and the 

part that art and religion have to play in telling us about human behaviour and 

experience. In April 2015, she was awarded the prestigious Edinburgh Medal, an award 

given each year to men and women of science and technology whose professional 

achievements are judged to have made a significant contribution to the understanding 

and well-being of humanity. 
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12.00 — 13.00  

 Dr Emily Robinson, (Politics, University of Sussex)  

‘"Two natural and inevitable parties"? Progress and conservative 

mindsets in late nineteenth-century Britain’ 

‘Progressive’ is usually seen to emerge as a political term in the late 1880s, when it was 

used to signify the emergence of new liberalism and its alliance with social democracy. 

This is also the period in which it has been noted that ‘progress’ became a ubiquitous 

political value, giving rise, for instance, to ‘progressive conservatism’. However this paper 

shows that both terms had been in use since at least the mid nineteenth-century, and 

suggests that their changing use at this time should be seen as the result of a conscious 

attempt at redefinition, rather than the emergence of entirely new political labels. This 

semantic shift has important implications for our understanding of the fracturing and 

spreading of Liberal attitudes to progress across the political spectrum. 

▪▪▪ 

Emily Robinson is Lecturer in Politics at the University of Sussex.  Emily specialises in 

modern British cultural and political history and is particularly interested in ideas about 

tradition, heritage, progress and modernity. Her first book, History, Heritage and 

Tradition in Contemporary British Politics: Past Politics and Present Histories was 

published by Manchester University Press in 2012. It explored the ways in which history 

is used and understood within British political parties and also showed how the political 

present is continually constructed as ‘historic’. She has also published work looking at the 

attractions of ‘pastness’ and the affective nature of historical research. Emily is currently 

working on a book called Progressive Nation: Rethinking the Political and Cultural 

Language of Modern Britain, to be published by Palgrave. This will trace the word 

‘progressive’ through modern British history, exploring its shifting and contradictory 

meanings, and showing that popular understandings of the term have often been very 

far indeed from the Lib-Lab ‘progressive tradition’ which has dominated political and 

historical accounts. The book will highlight the many different ways in which Britons have 

understood themselves to be progressive, even as they have expressed fears and doubts 

about the direction of ‘progressive’ politics, science and social values. 
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14.00 — 15.30 

Speaker | Dr David Craig, (History, Durham University) 

‘Liberalism as Progress’  

This paper examines some of the characteristic ways nineteenth-century British liberals 

thought about progress. Although more often approached directly through the lenses of 

liberty, individualism and the state, an understanding of the central role of progress 

throws further light on each of these. The first section looks at the ubiquity of the idea of 

progress in liberal language and the ways it was closely identified with the purposes of 

liberalism. In the second part the role of liberty of discussion and its centrality for the 

progress of truth is stressed. Finally, the paper touches on the way liberalism itself had 

emerged as part of the development of ‘government by discussion’. The conclusion 

brings out some of the practical problems an evolving conception of liberalism created 

for politicians.  

Respondent | Dr Ella Dzelzainis, (English, Newcastle University)   

 

Speaker | Dr Matthew Potter, (History of Art, Northumbria University) 

‘Art Museums as Stimuli of Progress and Civilization c.1860-1913: 

Cultural Imperialism, Globalisation and/or Utopianism?’ 

This paper considers aspects of the utopian potential of art and art museums in the 

second half of the nineteenth century and the fin-de-siècle. It particularly focuses on the 

intersection of this utopian potential with internationalist discourses on cooperation, 

civilization and Anglo-Saxon cultural bonds in the British Empire. The paper also explores 

plans for pan-national cultural capitals in Europe and the role of art galleries within these 

projects.  

Respondent| Dr Beatrice Turner, (English, Newcastle University)                        
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16.00 — 17.15 

Professor Gregory Claeys,                                                              

(History of Political Thought, Royal Holloway, University of London) 

‘Progress and Degeneration in Victorian Britain: The View from 

Utopia, c. 1870-1914.’ 

Progress and utopia, it is often assumed, have usually marched hand in hand towards a 

glorious future, with utopia often tugging and nagging for further and faster movement 

towards an ever more alluring destination. The late Victorian period, however, witnessed 

the earliest dystopias as well as an unparalleled outpouring of utopian fiction writing on 

both sides of the Atlantic. This talk will examine how signs of degeneration, crisis and 

even collapse, military, economic, political, social, physical and environmental, came to 

be reflected in literary texts in both Britain and the United States. It will assess in 

particular how utopian texts refracted contemporary discussions of both the promise and 

threat of scientific and technological innovation and the social consequences thereof. It 

will suggest that this highly popular genre offers considerable insights into a looming 

sense of profound alteration as the new century unfolded.  

▪▪▪ 

Gregory Claeys was born in France and educated in Canada and the United Kingdom. He 

has taught in Germany and the U.S. and since 1992 has been Professor of the History of 

Political Thought at Royal Holloway, University of London. He is the author of Machinery, 

Money and the Millennium: From Moral Economy to Socialism (Princeton University 

Press, 1987), Citizens and Saints: Politics and Anti-Politics in Early British Socialism 

(Cambridge University Press, 1989), Thomas Paine: Social and Political Thought (Unwin 

Hyman, 1989); The French Revolution Debate in Britain (Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 

Imperial Sceptics: British Critics of Empire, 1850–1920 (Cambridge University Press, 

2010), Searching for Utopia: the History of an Idea (Thames & Hudson, 2011; German, 

Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese editions), and Mill and Paternalism (Cambridge University 

Press, 2013). He has edited The Cambridge Companion to Utopian Literature (Cambridge 

University Press, 2010) and (with Gareth Stedman Jones), The Cambridge History of 

Nineteenth Century Political Thought (Cambridge University Press, 2011), as well as some 

fifty volumes of primary sources. He is currently writing a book on the concept and 

historical manifestations of dystopia.  
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The Centre for Nineteenth-Century Studies wishes to thank the following  

organisations for supporting this event: 

Durham Cathedral 

Centre for the History of Political Thought, School of Government and 

International Affairs, Durham University 

Department of History, Durham University   

Institute of Advanced Study, Durham University 

Event Durham

The Centre for Nineteenth-Century Studies, Durham University, UK 

Become a member and join our mailing list on our webpage 

www.durham.ac.uk/cncs 

Keep up to date with our events on Twitter 

@Durhamcncs 

Follow us on Facebook  

www.facebook.com/durhamcncs 

Contact us by email or telephone 

cncs@durham.ac.uk 

+44 (0)191 334 4381 

All CNCS news and events are published on our  webpage and through our  

mailing list 


